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”Our mission is to create a
fairer, more efficient and

trusted hiring ecosystem by
combining the latest web
3.0 & AI technologies.”
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An open, skills-based hiring
platform that for the first time
brings together jobseekers,
employers, and assessors to
enable skills-based sourcing 
at scale in a way that is fit for

purpose in today's world of work.

About CV
Wallet 



The benefits:
A mobile-first, decentralised app
Tools to create and manage your CV
Store your CV in an Apple Wallet, send it via QR
code and easily share a PDF by email 
Attach your skills and psychometric assessments
Secure and take ownership of your personal data
Prove your identity, experience and qualifications
Find your next job
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An upgraded Smart CV, a global app (iOS and Android)
that securely holds your career data and makes it easier
to apply for jobs, throughout your career.  

CV Wallet
for Job
Seekers



The benefits:

A skills-based hiring platform: source candidates
based on assessments they’ve taken
Combine multiple assessments e.g., skills, personality 
and right to work to find the perfect match

Only approach qualified, pre-verified candidates
Pay per qualified applicant
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CV Wallet
for

Employers  

Search for high-quality candidates with verifiable skills, 
education and experience, making it easier to hire 
objectively.



The benefits:
Promotes fairer, less biased recruiting through 
skills-based hiring
Makes skills portable and connects assessed 
candidates directly to employers creating new 
revenue streams

Eliminate the need for referencing
Re-establishes trust by eliminating CV and
qualification fraud
Opportunity to promote upskilling to users

CV Wallet 
for 

Assessors
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Assessment providers, whether they are skills-based, 
psychometric or academically based, can verify and store their 
user’s qualifications and assessments on a blockchain. 



Assessors verify those assessments
Employer searches (anonymous profiles) based on assessments taken
Employers send job details to the list of matching candidates who confirm
their interest and release their personal details 
Employer pays per qualified applicant - as set by the assessor  
Normal recruitment process thereafter
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How the system works
Jobseekers upload their assessments to their CV and
make themselves open to opportunities 



The benefits:
Partners benefit from greater integration and a
better job seeker experience 
Protect your brand reputation by verifying
applicants 
Make your users more valuable to employers by
being 3rd party verified 
Create new revenue streams by commercialising
your assessments by enabling employers to search
for qualified candidates  

It’s free

CV Wallet 
Partnership 

Program
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Jobseekers can currently store any assessments in their
CV Wallet app. To ensure quality of data, we are
introducing a marketplace where only verified assessors
can be found.    



CV Wallet Partnership Tiers

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Our partnership program offers 3 tiers that gradually build on each other
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Full commercial
partnership 

Assessment integration 

Marketplace Marketplace Marketplace

Verifier - A more in
depth integration

Lets users find
and attach their

assessment  

Appear within
our assessor
marketplace

Verify that users
have provided the
correct information
to reduce CV fraud
and protect your
brand reputation

Generate revenue
when employers
find candidates

using your
assessments



Allows users to find you as an assessment
provider and attach their assessment 
Appear within our assessor marketplace
Gain more users by promoting upskilling
Access to your assessor dashboard to view
users and add assessments 
No integration is required, just add your
information and a list of assessments and their
outputs  

Simple sign-up
All programs are entirely free

Tier 1
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Marketplace

Assessment
integration
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Assesors extranet: dashboard



Tier 2
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Verifier – A more 
in-depth integration

Verify that users have provided the correct
assessment information to reduce CV fraud 
Make your users more valuable to employers 
by being able to prove their assessments via 
blockchain verification  
Protect your brand reputation, so jobseekers
can’t claim to have assessed skills that they
have not completed   
Verification integration: agree on a verification
method either by uploading verified users or
through an API  
Monitor through your extranet dashboard
Free to join, the only prerequisite is being a 
Tier 1 partner 

Marketplace



Tier 3
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Marketplace

Full commercial
partnership 

Generate revenue when employers find
candidates using your assessments 
Set a cost per applicant, so that employers
can find candidates who have carried out your
assessments and get paid when they do  
Free to join, the only prerequisite is being a
Tier 2 partner 
Set and control how much you make per
assessment (we make a % platform fee paid for
by employers)  

Joint marketing program to promote to
employers and users 
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Partnership process
Get set up on the marketplace

Assessment integration: map out a list of assessments and their outputs
Sign up to become a Tier 2 partner
Technical verification integration: agree and implement verification method
Become a Tier 3 commercial partner
Set a cost per applicant
Marketing support to promote CV Wallet’s free app to your users to maximise
revenue generation 



Our technologies
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We have integrated multiple web 3.0 and AI technologies, covering
verified credentials, decentralised wallets, digital identity
management and blockchains 

Everything is ultra-secure and cloud based using an AWS framework
The app is delivered through Apple and Google store infrastructures
Data is held (encrypted) in digital wallets on users phones
Our blockchain uses a Hyperledger Aries framework
We are developing a suite of open source AI tools (including ChatGPT)
for job seekers 
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Data storage, security & privacy

When users want to share their data with us (to allow employers to find them), they
do so anonymously (linked to their wallet). Only when they agree to specifically
share information with employers is their personal data available  
All data is encrypted both at rest and in transit, in addition to Apple/Android
standard phone security 
We are registered with the ICO (Certificate Ref: ZB373313) and intend to secure
ISO27001 security standard 
Full GDPR compliance: for assessors, we act as a data processor and for job seekers, 
as data controllers 

In line with web3 protocols, data is stored locally in a wallet held on job seekers
phones 

At CV Wallet, data security is paramount and our entire proposition is based
around users taking back control and ownership of their personal data 



Further information and contact details
Richard Collins | Co-founder
richard@csquared.uk
07710 935 000

Beverly Collins | Co-founder
beverly@csquared.uk
07947 513 071  

Jeremy Russon | Co-Founder, Udder
Jeremy@udder.rocks
07596 476 976  


